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A method of introducing an athermal resistance to interface propagation for the Ginzburg-Landau (GL)
approach to the first-order phase transformations (PTs) is developed. It consists of introducing oscillating
fields of stresses (due to various defects or a Peierls barrier) or a jump in chemical energy. It removes some
essential drawbacks in GL modeling: it arrests experimentally observed microstructures that otherwise
converge to a single phase, and it reproduces rate-independent stress hysteresis. A similar approach can be
applied for twinning, dislocations, and other PTs (e.g., electric and magnetic).
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The phase-field or Ginzburg-Landau (GL) equations are
employed for the description of a wide class of first-order
phase transformations (PTs), including martensitic, recon-
structive, ferroelectric, ferroelastic, and magnetoelastic
PTs. They also describe dislocation motion and twinning.
Despite significant success in modeling the microstructure
formation [1–7], the GL approach has a major drawback: it
neglects an athermal resistance to interface motion. To be
specific, we will focus on the temperature- and stress-
induced martensitic PTs between austenite (A) and i mar-
tensitic variants (Mi). Athermal friction K is caused by the
Peierls barrier as well as by the interaction of the moving
interface with long-range stress fields of various defects
(such as point and linear defects and various boundaries)
[8]. The driving force for PT has to exceed K in order for
the interface to propagate, and the athermal resistance is
responsible for the rate-independent part of the stress or
temperature hysteresis and energy dissipation. We found in
our numerous simulations of a single crystal, and for the
homogeneous stresses at the boundary, that nonstationary
solutions pass through some complex martensitic micro-
structures that resemble those observed experimentally;
however, they finally converge to a single phase (see also
[5]). This does not allow us to model experiments with
stress-free surfaces (temperature-induced PT) or with ho-
mogeneous stresses at the boundaries. Even for periodic
boundary conditions, in some cases a single variant was
obtained as well [1,6]. When kinematic constraints—due
to prescribed displacements, polycrystalline sample, or
thin film on a substrate—are imposed, multivariant sta-
tionary microstructure is observed [1,4,5]. However, allow-
ing for an athermal threshold, which exists in any case,
would change the microstructure evolution, energetics, and
path dependence.

An athermal threshold is included in all mesoscale mod-
els [8,9] that deal with the kinetic equation for sharp inter-
face or concentration of a product phase. However,
introduction of the athermal threshold is not a straightfor-
ward problem for the GL approach because it does not use
an equation for the interface. For example, introducing a

threshold in the kinetic equation for the order parameters
arrests some nonphysical intermediate configurations ob-
tained in the dynamic process, in particular, critical nuclei.
While the necessity to introduce an athermal threshold has
been recognized for a long time, we are not aware of any
solution to this problem.

In this Letter, we suggest and study a method for includ-
ing the athermal threshold in the GL approach. We show
that introduction of spatially oscillating fields of stresses
(due to the Peierls barrier and various defects) or of a jump
in chemical energy �G� reproduces the effect of the
athermal threshold and the rate-independent hysteresis.
These fields do not arrest an intermediate microstructure.
Also, these fields reproduce some microstructures ob-
served experimentally that would not follow from the GL
energy minimization. A similar approach can be applied
for other PTs, as well as for dislocation motion.

Model.—Recently [10], a 3D Landau theory for stress-
induced martensitic PTs was developed. It can describe all
temperature-dependent thermomechanical properties of
the A and M phases and PTs between A and Mi and
between Mi for any type of their symmetry, as well as
typical stress-strain curves. We will use the Gibbs energyG
and the transformation strain tensor "t in the form [10]
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 Zij � �A� A� �:��a� 3�"jt � 3"jt �:

Here, � is the stress tensor; � is the temperature; �i and "ij
are the order parameter and the transformation strain tensor
of the ith variant, respectively; i � 0 corresponds to A;
"0
t � 0; � is the elastic compliance tensor; and A �A, B, and
C are parameters. In the calculations, we use material
parameters for cubic to tetragonal PT in NiAl found in
[10]. The GL energy
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leads to the n time-dependent GL equations
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where � is the gradient energy coefficient and r is the
gradient operator. This also leads to the elasticity law that
has to be supplemented by the equilibrium equations and
the relationship between strains and displacements u:

 � ���1:�"�"t���d; r���0; "��ru�s; (4)

where �d is the oscillating stress field of defects and ��s
means symmetrization. The structure of Eqs. (3) and (4) is
similar to the structure of coupled thermoelasticity.
Equation (3) resembles the thermal conductivity equations
for n temperatures �k and stress-dependent heat sources
�@G=@�k. The thermal strain corresponds to "t with a
complicated temperature dependence (2). The found simi-
larity has important computational consequences: it al-
lows modifying a finite element thermoelasticity code for
phase-field modeling of PTs. In this work, we used the
code FEAP [11]. We consider square sample of size l �
60 nm under plane strain conditions, � � 100 K, and at the
boundaries constant stresses �b � ��1b; �2b� are applied
and n � r�k � 0, where n is the normal to the boundary.
For 2D problems only 2 Mi are considered with the com-
ponents of "1

tk � �0:215;�0:078;�0:078� and "2
tk �

��0:078; 0:215;�0:078�.
Prescription of oscillating fields.—Usually, kinetic

equations for thermally activated dislocation or interface
motion are derived by considering some spatially oscillat-
ing energy profile that mimics the Peierls barrier and the
energy profiles of various defects [8]. We will introduce an
oscillating in space energy profile through oscillating stress
fields of some defects (e.g., �d � K"t1 sin�2�x=b�=
�"t1:"t1�) or through the oscillating contribution to �G�.
The period b is determined by the actual field of defects;
e.g., b is the period of crystal lattice for the Peierls barrier.
Then the Landau potential for �1 � 1 contains an addi-
tional transformation work, K sin�2�x=b�, which produces
an effect similar to the interface friction K. A similar effect
can be obtained by addingK sin�2�x=b� to �G�. For�d �
��1d; �2d�, the thermodynamic driving force for M1 ! M2

PT due to the stress fields of defects is Xd1!2 � �b:�"2
t �

"1
t � � 0:293��2d � �1d�. The similar driving force due

to boundary conditions is Xb1!2 � �b:�"2
t � "

1
t � �

0:293��2b � �1b�. Now, let us consider 2D examples.

(1) The initial conditions are randomly distributed �i
fields, and the boundary conditions are �ib � 10 GPa, i.e.,
Xb1!2 � 0. The solutions of Eqs. (1)–(4) converge (through
quite complex microstructure, containing plates, laths, and
needles) toM1 �M2 twins [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)] and then to
M1 or M2. The stationary solution to the same problem but
with �2d�H� :�Hsin�16�x�sin�16�y����1d [and con-
sequently Xd1!2 � 0:586�2d�H�, as shown in Fig. 1(c)] and
with H � 10 GPa, is shown in Fig. 1(d). In the absence of
surface energy and internal stresses due to transformation
strain, a minimum of the energy would correspond to
microstructures with M1 (M2) in the regions with Xd1!2 <
0 (Xd1!2 > 0). Elastic energy due to evolving transforma-
tion strain fields promotes the appearance of straight plates
aligned under 45	 [Fig. 1(d)], and the surface energy
promotes coalescence. The field Xd1!2 affects the initial
stages of formation of the microstructure, reducing the size
of initial Mi units according to their period. In this stage,
elastic and surface energy exceed the potential barriers due
to the Xd1!2 field, and the units coalesce. When the system
converges to the twin microstructure in Fig. 1(d), it is
arrested; some portions of plates are stuck in the regions
where Xd1!2 suppresses them. Small islands within broad
M2 plates in Fig. 1(d) represent a not completely trans-
formed variant stabilized by the field Xd1!2 of defects. In
case of reduction of �2b, and consequently Xb1!2, these
islands will serve as heterogeneous nucleation sites due to
defects for M1. The fields �1d � 5 cos�16�x� cos�16�y�
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FIG. 1 (color online). Evolution of randomly distributed �i
fields for �ib � 10 GPa. (a) and (b) Without a defects field,
which finally converges to M2. (c) Distribution of the stresses of
defects �2d � 10 sin�16�x� sin�16�y� � ��1d and the driving
force Xd1!2 � 0:586�2d in a quarter of the sample; in black
(white) regions variant M2 (M1) is promoted. (d) Corre-
sponding stationary microstructure. (e) Stationary microstructure
for �1d � 5 cos�16�x� cos�16�y� and �2d � 5 sin�16�x�

sin�16�y� and consequently Xd1!2 � �1:465 cos�16��x� y��
(periodic function along the diagonal); everywhere blue (light
gray) isM1 and red (dark gray) is M2. (f) Plot interface velocity v
vs the macroscopic driving force Xb1!2 for four interfaces from
microstructure in (e).
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and �2d�5� lead to completely different Xd1!2 �

�1:465 cos�16��x� y��—i.e., to a periodic function
along the diagonal. The initial microstructures coalesce
into an alternating, equally sized M1 �M2 microstructure
oriented under 45	 [Fig. 1(e)].

(2) The stationary microstructure obtained in the pre-
vious problem [Fig. 1(e)] was taken as an initial condition,
with �ib � 10 GPa. When the �id were removed, the M1

plates started to widen until the transformation to M1,
driven by the reduction of surface energy, was complete.
When, prior to PT completion, �1b was decreased (e.g., to
9.9 GPa), a complete reverse PT M1 ! M2 was observed.
Plot interface velocity v vs the macroscopic driving force
Xb1!2 for four interfaces is presented in Fig. 1(f). The
small, nonzero velocity for Xb1!2 � 0 is caused by the
driving force due to the reduction of surface energy. For
an interface of constant length, v � 0 for Xb1!2 � 0, which
is also confirmed by our 1D analytical solution.

To introduce an athermal hysteresis, we studied a step-
wise stress field �2d � ��1d � �H � �2 GPa (i.e.,
Xd1!2 � �0:586 H) in bands inclined under 45	 with the
width of b � 0:2l. Stochastic initial data under �ib �
10 GPa converges to the twinned microstructure, the con-

figuration of which coincides with the region of positive
and negative Xd1!2. Keeping �2b � 10 GPa, for 6<�1b <
14 GPa, interfaces do not move, as expected. Only for
�1b > 14 GPa (�1b < 6 GPa) does the variant M1 (M2)
grow until PT is complete. When we used �1d �
5 cos�6�x� cos�6�y� and �2d � 5 sin�6�x� sin�6�y� (i.e.,
Xd1!2 � �1:465 cos�6��x� y��) and �ib � 10 GPa, we
obtained the same stationary structure as for the stepwise
fields. However, when we varied �1b between 5 and
15 GPa, the concentration and width of all stationary twins
varied continuously and coalesced to pure M2 (M1) at
5 GPa (15 GPa). Thus, there is an expected deviation of
transformation stresses from thermodynamically equilib-
rium ones. However, the stress versus twin concentration
curve under slow cyclic loading does not exhibit a hystere-
sis loop and energy dissipation.

(3) Initial conditions are �i � 0:1 in the circle of the
radius of 2 nm at the center of the sample; �ib � 15 GPa.
A complicated microstructure consisting of a combi-
nation of four herringbone types of microstructure is de-
veloped (Fig. 2) and evolves into a twinned microstruc-
ture and finally to M1. Adding �1d � 5 cos�16�x�

cos�16�y� and �2d�5� completely changes the evolution
to the stationary structure with the equal width of twins,
where M2 (M1) is located in the region with positive
(negative) Xd1!2 � �1:465 cos�16��x� y�� [Fig. 1(e)].
For �1d � H sin�16��x�� sin�16�y� � ��2d�H� (Xd1!2 �
0:586�2d�H�, see Fig. 1(c), and H � 10 GPa, Xd1!2 drives
the microstructure to four twinned regions with clear
boundaries (Fig. 3). There is a remarkable change in
neighbors: many M1 variants from one grain contact M2

variants from other grains. However, the energy of internal
stresses and surface energy exceed the barriers due to
Xd1!2. Coalescence of M1 starts along the paths with rela-
tively low Xd1!2, M1 surrounds regions with maximum of
Xd1!2, and the final stationary solution is a two-twin micro-
structure, even for H � 20 GPa [Fig. 3(d)]. When we used
stepwise �2d � ��1d, and consequently Xd1!2 �
0:589�2d as shown in Fig. 4(a), the resultant four-grain
microstructure was arrested [Fig. 4(c)].

(4) For the same initial and boundary conditions,
we used stepwise �2d � ��1d, and consequently
Xd1!2 � 0:589�2d as shown in Fig. 5(a); the width of
each step is b � 0:2l. The stationary microstructure con-
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FIG. 2 (color online). Evolution of initial embryo �i � 0:1 in
a circle of the radius of 2 nm at the center of the sample for
�ib � 15 GPa; stationary microstructure is M2. (a) and (b): Blue
(light gray) outside of M2 units is A and red (dark gray) is M2;
distribution for M1 is rotated by 90	 distribution for M2. (c)–(f):
Blue (light gray) is M1 and red (dark gray) is M2.
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FIG. 3 (color online). The same problem as in Fig. 2 but with �2d � 10 sin�16�x� sin�16�y� � ��1d, i.e., with Xd1!2 � 0:586�2d
from Fig. 1(c). (a) Blue (light gray) outside of M2 units is A and red (dark gray) is M2. (b)–(d): Blue (light gray) is M1 and red (dark
gray) is M2. (d) is the stationary microstructure.
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sists mostly of laths of rectangular shape and a few needle-
like units [Fig. 5(c)]. Lath microstructure is observed when
PT is accompanied by dislocation generation [8]. Without
an athermal threshold, such a structure cannot be obtained
because minimization of elastic energy leads to relatively
sharp tips.

(5) For the similar problem with �2d � ��1d, and con-
sequently Xd1!2 � 0:589�2d (with b � 0:1l) shown in
Fig. 5(d), the microstructure evolves like at the initial stage
of microstructure evolution without defects [Fig. 2(c)];
however, the defects field arrests it [12].

To summarize, we suggested introducing oscillating
fields of stresses due to defects or �G� to model an
athermal threshold in the GL equation. With these fields,
experimentally observed microstructures are self-arrested
before converging to a single phase, and rate-independent
stress and temperature hysteresis are reproduced. In addi-
tion to producing an athermal threshold, these fields also
create sites for heterogeneous nucleation. Oscillating fields
not only open new opportunities for realistic microstruc-
ture modeling but also lead to a new problem: how to find a
realistic oscillating field corresponding to the given defect
structure. For any given (experimentally observed) distri-
bution of dislocations and other defects, we can find a
numerically corresponding stress field �d using, e.g., the
approach in [3]. For any given (or evolving) heterogeneous
alloy composition, in cases in which the dependence of
�G� on composition is known and included in the simu-
lation, the heterogeneous (oscillating) contribution to �G�

appears automatically. The effect of the stress field of
defects can be characterized by the field of the driving
force Xd1!2 that gives some idea about the possible effect of
�d on the microstructure evolution. However, because the
two traditional contributions to the driving force—the
surface energy and the energy of internal stresses due to
"t—depend upon the evolving geometry of M2, the final
microstructure may be very sensitive to the change in
Xd1!2.
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FIG. 5 (color online). Two similar problems as in Fig. 2 but
with �2d � ��1d and Xd1!2 � 0:586�2d shown in (a) and (d).
Stress values are�10 (yellow, light gray), 0 (green, intermediate
gray), and 10 GPa (blue, dark gray). (b),(c) and (e),(f) are the
intermediate and the stationary microstructures.

 

(a) (b) (c) 

FIG. 4 (color online). Similar problem as in Fig. 2 but with
�2d � ��1d and Xd1!2 � 0:586�2d shown in (a). Stress values
are �10 (yellow, light gray), 0 (green, intermediate gray), and
10 GPa (blue, dark gray). (b) and (c) are the intermediate and
stationary microstructures.
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